Key Components to a Wonder of the Day®
1

WONDER QUESTION: Engaging topic that
sparks curiosity. New Wonder questions are
nominated by our users.

2		 IMMERSIVE READER: Text-to-speech
reader that comes with a variety of reading
assistance features, making content
more accessible for people with visual

impairments, reading disabilities, and
English language learners.
3		 HAVE YOU EVER WONDERED: Set‑up
questions to prime students for informational
text passage.
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4		 MEDIA GALLERY: Video and photographic
images related to the Wonder question,
offering a multimedia approach to the
Wonder topic.
5		 DID YOU KNOW: High-interest informational
text passage that incorporates inquiry-based
content and real-world applications. Engaging
resource for meeting state standards
requirements. “Listen” button reads Wonder
content aloud, allowing younger and lowerlevel readers to follow along independently.
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6		 WONDER WORDS: Vocuabulary study. Terms
are highlighted in the Did You Know passage
with definitions provided. A Word Match
game is included for testing and assessment.
7		 TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE: Three questions
to test understanding of informational text,
graduated in difficulty and critical thinking.
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STANDARDS: Easily track how the Wonder
content aligns to leading education
standards (CCSS, NGSS, and NCSS).

9		 WONDER WHAT’S NEXT: Hint about
tomorrow’s Wonder of the Day.
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10 TRY IT OUT: Additional resources and
project-based activities to extend learning;
entries are differentiated for relevance
across K-12 and informal setttings.
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WONDER SOURCES: Citations of sources
consulted to create the Wonder content,
modeling appropriate practice.
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12 JOIN THE DISCUSSION: Users are
invited to share their comments about the
Wonder—with personal responses from
Wonderopolis.
13 EXPLORE WONDERS: Users can search
the catalog of Wonders by keyword or
discipline category.
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14 WHAT ARE YOU WONDERING: Users can
submit their own questions and vote to be
made into new Wonders of the Day!
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